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Abstract 

The development of libraries and information services in India is examined. There are some major 

issues which are related to library cooperation such as financial resources, adequacy of library col-

lection, collection development practices, uniform standards of the technical processing of the library 

materials and experienced professional manpower. The analysis of these issues brought out factors 

which should motivate technical institute libraries to engage in a library cooperation and resource 

sharing Network. The various professional meetings which have been organized at a regional level 

emphasized the importance of establishing effective cooperative link among technical institute librar-

ies in Ghaziabad region, but little implementation of these proposals have resulted so far. The aim of 

the research is to examine the current situation of technical institute libraries in India and identifying 

the problems and difficulties being faced by them and suggest means and ways by which an affective 

library cooperation and users services may solve these problems. This research made some practical 

recommendation emphasizing the need for a central agency responsible for library cooperation pro-

grammes and proposing a model for an effective resource sharing network among technical institute 

libraries in India. 
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 Introduction 

The success of any library depends upon the extent to which the library provides satisfactory and op-

timum service to its clientele. In the present era, when the wave front of knowledge is expanding and a 

lot of literature is being published all over the world, it is not possible for any library and information 

centre to house the whole literature even of a region or country. It is the responsibility of the library 

centers to provide all necessary literature whether in book form or non-book form .This problem can 

be solved if libraries coordinate each other and exploited by the maximum number of readers. 

This is the age of technology. There is great need of information cooperation .There are four factors 

affecting the information cooperation: 

(a)Electronic Science & Computer 
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(b)Communication 

(c)Artificial Language 

(d)Human interface 

 

 Need of Information cooperation 

Their need of information that may be from books ,periodicals ,patents ,newspapers and other docu-

ments are also to be procured for the proper use by research workers ,when such information is in lan-

guage other than the languages known by the user .This is required cooperation and coordination 

among research libraries in the same town ,region or country . 

 

 Library Cooperation and Technological Development 

The scope of the library resource sharing has gradually expended from leading books to include supply 

of bibliographic data on book ,cooperative  acquision ,centralized staking ,centralized cataloguing 

,training of personnel’s ,at local ,regional ,national and international  level .Resource sharing may be 

achieved through network .A network is a form if arrangement or an administrative structure that links 

a group of individuals or organizations who have agreed to work together and share resources 

.Information sharing network is a set of inter-related systems associated with  communication facilities 

,which are cooperative together more or less formal agreements and instructional agreements in order 

to jointly implement information handling operation with a view to pooling their resources and to offer 

better services to the user .Information network involves two or more libraries with common desire 

and grade ,two way communication system for free flow of information form are source to another 

,and distribution of information . 

 Resource Sharing 

A resource sharing is operated in two ways 

(a)Communication Channel 

(b)Database service 

 

Communication Channel 

The telecommunication facility originated in 1844. In early period of 20th century the telecommunica-

tion networking facilities were adopted in the library for dissemination of information through satel-
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lites. 

 

Database service 

The combination of computer technology and telecommunication link is a necessary prerequisite for 

an advanced information society. Data communication system is linked to computers to process  in-

formation and  transmit data to any location instantaneously in addition ,the combination of computers 

and  telecommunication has improved technology of both contributing areas ,and offered new means 

of communication and data storage such as E-mail ,electronic journals and video text .The information 

is simultaneously stored and retrieved trough computer terminal connected by a modem to telephone . 

Factors affecting Users 

Social, economic, psychological and organizational 

Users, present and potential: their information needs and the expression of these needs in demands 

upon services 

Services: present and potential levels of provision of library services. 

Co-operation: the scope and effectiveness of existing schemes of co-operation within the area 

Factors affecting the scope for co-operation of all kinds, and the influence of these factors within the 

area. 

Co-operation 

Co-option 

The proliferation of literature and technological advancements have led to an 'Information revolution ' 

in every field .The libraries can neither afford the cost of acquiring and serving all the books ,journals 

and other materials because of escalation of costs’ nor claim to be self sufficient and capable of meet-

ing from own collection all the information needed by its users .In fact in almost all the developing 

countries ,the concept of libraries remaining  in isolation from other libraries is think of the past .These 

libraries have to improve their resources and services through information cooperation such as infor-

mation through  staff ,collection ,products ,services and space .In this context technical libraries par-

ticularly the institute libraries have changed . 

Networking is one of the most effective ways of information cooperation which are always scarce to 

meet the information needs of users, whose numbers, variety and expectations are constantly rising. 

The study has been limited to the libraries of technical institutes of Ghaziabad region that are 15 in 
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number which are similar in nature. The study of has been covered the cooperative efforts of these 

libraries in the field of information work and service .These institutions are: 

1. Dr. K.N. Modi, Ghaziabad 

2. K.I.E.T. Ghaziabad 

3. A.K.G.I.E.T.,Ghaziabad 

4. U.I.M.T., Ghaziabad 

5. B.B.I.T., Ghaziabad 

6. I.P.E.M., Ghaziabad 

7. V.I.E.T., Ghaziabad 

8. I.N.M.A.N.T.A.C., Ghaziabad 

9. A.B.E.S., Ghaziabad 

10. K.N.G.D., Ghaziabad 

11. S.R.M.,Ghaziabad 

12. H.R.I.T.,Ghaziabad 

13. I.M.R., Ghaziabad 

14. R.K.G.I.E.T.,Ghaziabad 

15. I.M.S.,Ghaziabad 

 

 Research Methodology 

Data Collection 

Study has been based on primary and secondary sources. 

Primary Sources 

A questionnaire has been prepared and distributed to technical institute libraries to collect data. The 

questionnaire has been filled by the users and library staff. There has been interview schedule to be 

filled by the librarians to be collecting their achievements, views and cooperative efforts. 

Statistical Analysis 

On the basis of data statistical analysis was made. It has been presented by tables. 

 

Review of Literature 

This chapter presents an overall review of studies conducted abroad as well as in Indian in chronologi-
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cal order regarding the topic "Collection Development in Technical Institute in Ghaziabad District: A 

Survey". The investigator reviewed only those studies which are related to the present study or indi-

rectly related to the study. 

Research is regular affair .Literature search plays a very important role in research activities ,as it 

forms the very first step of a research pursuit .A literature reviews is actually an attempt to identify 

,locate and synthesize completed research report ,articles books and other materials relevant to the 

specific problem of a research topic . Mauly (1969) has pointed out the importance of related literature 

as follows. The survey of literature is crucial aspect of the planning of the body and the time spend & 

such a survey invariably in wide investment. 

WESSELS (R.H.A.) (1995) has conducted a study under entitled "optimizing the size of journal col-

lection in libraries ". The main objective of the study was: libraries are increasingly dependent on re-

mote document supply to fill gaps in their own collection to a situation in which the local collection is 

too small and there is over -reliance on remote supply .Observation method was used for data collec-

tion .The major finding were: Depicts a model by which a clear indication can be given for the optimal 

size of a local collection. Provides two examples for specific libraries. Application to others libraries is 

possible by changing the four parameters of the model .The model is only applicable in an environ-

ment where the quality of remote document supply is guaranteed. 

ANDRADA (Diva) and VERGUEIRO (Waldomiro) (1996) has conducted a study under entitled "col-

lection development in academic libraries: a Brazilian library’s experience ". The objectives of the 

study was : outlines several theoretical models for data collection development provided by profes-

sional literature and chooses Evan's model as tool for the study .Theoretical method was used for data 

collection .The major findings were : concludes that the model is adequate for use in libraries in de-

veloping countries. 

SUSANA (Barbara), VIGNAU (Sanchez) and MENESES (Grizly) (2005) had conducted a study un-

der entitled "Collection development policies in university libraries: a space for reflection ". The main 

objective of the study was: to identify the necessary components in the formulation of collection de-

velopment policies .Questionnaire method were used for data collection .The major finding were: Alt-

hough the director of University Libraries and manager of collection development, few have collection 

development policies and few have carried out user studies. 
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Users Service and Information Cooperation 

Information Sources 

 

Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) 

OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue ) have recently proliferated world wide ,especially in North 

America ,Australia ,U.K. and other European countries .Most librarians working in these countries 

today are involved in the installation ,introduction ,training and use of OPAC .But in India ,it is slowly 

emerging in the major R&D and special libraries 

 

Compact Disk Read Only Memory (CD-ROM) 

Today CD-ROM is one of the largest data memories available for a commercial PC application .They 

are unlike 'hard disks' very light, small in size, and easy to transport .CD-ROM was introduced in 1985 

.It is the one of the derivatives of compact audio disk .According to the Optical Publishing Association 

report, in 1998 the CD-ROM application's revenue was gone up to $280 millions. But in the next year 

it self, the revenue growth went up to approximately 237%. 

 

Operating System -based Networking 

Many of the operating system includes DOS, Windows and LAN OS were not written with CD-ROM 

drives. However, several companies such as Microsoft have written an extension to DOS users, a su-

per set of commands to enable a CD-ROM unit to be arrested as another hard disk. 

 

Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The problem for the present study has been "Collection Development of Technical Institute in Gha-

ziabad District; A Survey ". The colle tion data organized and tabulated by using statistical method, 

tables and percentages .The chapter focuses the analysis and interpretation of the data collected 

through questionnaire, interview and observation methods .The total number of 20 questionnaire has 

been distributed to technical institutes and get returned 15 filled questionnaire .Thus, the investigator 

selected 15 questionnaire from technical institute libraries from libraries for the analysis of data. 

Table 1: Document Collection 
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Name of 

 Institute 

Books Thesis/ 

Dissertation 

Indian  

Journal 

Foreign  

Journal 

Bound – 

Volumes 

Audio-visual 

Dr. K.N. 

 Modi 

24500 

65.55% 

X 42 

5.22% 

12 

1.12% 

94 

6.66% 

X 

K.I.E.T. 31000 

8.29% 

X 130 

16.16% 

85 

79.43% 

750 

53.11% 

150 

2.23% 

A.K.G.I.E.T. 18088 

4.84% 

817 

13.85% 

47 

5.84% 

20 

1.86% 

176 

12.48% 

507 

7.56% 

U.I.M.T. 8336 

2.23% 

1000 

16.96% 

50 

6.21% 

X X 130 

1.99% 

B.B.I.T. 13600 

3.64% 

50 

0.84% 

95 

11.81% 

35 

3.27% 

X 250 

3.73% 

I.P.E.M. 15000 

4.01% 

2500 

42.40% 

25 

3.10% 

30 

2.80% 

X 2500 

37.30% 

V.I.E.T. 15850 

4.24% 

518 

8.78% 

47 

5.845% 

18 

1.68% 

155 

10.99% 

180 

2.68% 

I.N.M.A.N.T. 15000 

4.01% 

450 

7.63% 

103 

12.81% 

12 

1.12% 

6 

0.42% 

536 

7.99% 

A.B.E.S. 22000 

5.88% 

305 

5.17% 

52 

6367% 

12 

1.12% 

20 

1.48% 

184 

2.20% 
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K.N.G.D. 8000 

2.14% 

X 10 

1.24% 

2 

0.18% 

X X 

S.R.M. 12500 

33.46% 

100 

1.69% 

57 

7.08% 

9 

0.84% 

138 

9.78% 

1050 

15.66% 

H.R.I.T. 9000 

2.40% 

X 36 

4.47% 

30 

2.80% 

X X 

I.M.R. 9000 

2.40% 

100 

1.69% 

58 

7.21% 

17 

1.58% 

X 850 

4.14% 

R.K.G.I.T. 39158 

10.48% 

X 10 

1.24% 

X 50 

3.54% 

278 

4.14% 

I.M.S. 20000 

5.35% 

56 

0.94% 

42 

5.22% 

23 

2.14% 

21 

1.48% 

123 

183% 

Total 373532 5896 804 1070 1410 6702 

 

Table -1 shows that the total collection of books in 373532, Thesis / Dissertation 5896 and periodicals 

both, Indian as well as foreign 804 and 1070 respectively, Bound volumes 1410, and non-books (au-

dio-visual aids) materials are available in 6702. A majority of collection of the document i.e. (33.46%) 

in S.R.M. followed by (10.48%) books in R.K.G.I.T. further followed by (8.29%) books in K.I.E.T. 

The most of the collection of thesis /Dissertation (42.40%) available in I.P.E.M. followed by (16.96%) 

available in U.I.M.T. further followed by (13.85%) A.K.G.I.E.T. The most of collection of periodicals 

Indian as well as foreign. The most of the Indian Journals are available i.e. (16.66%) in K.I.E.T. 

(7.21%) in I.M.R. and 6.46% in A.B.E.S. The most of foreign periodicals are available K.I.E.T. 79.43 

% followed by 2.80% H.R.I.T. further followed by 2.14% in I.M.S.  The most of Bound volumes of 

periodicals are available in K.I.E.T. 53.11%, 12.48% IN A.K.G.I.T. and 10.99% in V.I.E.T. the most 
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of the collection of non-book materials (audio-visual aids) are available in I.P.E.M. 37.30%, 15.66% 

IN S.R.M. and 12.68% available in I.M.R. 

 

Table 2: Library Users 

Name of the  

Institute 

Number of  

Faculty members 

Number of the Re-

search Scholar 

Number of P.G. 

 Students 

Number of U.G.  

Students 

Dr. K.N. Modi. 90 

5.65% 

X 

0 

220 

6.17% 

1200 

8.67% 

K.I.E.T. 150 

9.41% 

X 

0 

400 

11.23% 

1600 

11.56% 

A.K.G.I.E.T. 507 

31.82% 

X 128 

3.59% 

1532 

11.07% 

U.I.M.T. 10 

0.62% 

X 62 

1.74% 

200 

1.44% 

B.B.I.T. 80 

5.02% 

X 100 

2.80 

1020 

7.37% 

I.P.E.M. 40 

2.51% 

04 

13.33% 

800 

22.46% 

700 

5.06% 

V.I.E.T. 75 

4.70% 

05 

16.60% 

150 

4.21% 

1000 

7.22% 

I.N.M.A.N.T. 49 

3.07% 

X 250 

7.02% 

300 

2.16% 

A.B.E.S. 145 

9.10% 

05 

16.60% 

240 

6.73% 

1700 

12.26% 

K.N.G.D. 21 

1.31% 

X X 240 

1.73% 

S.R.M. 40 

2.51% 

X 100 

2.80% 

300 

2.16% 

H.R.I.T. 35 X X 240 
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2.19% 1.73% 

I.M.R. 30 

1.88% 

X 600 

16.84% 

600 

4.33% 

R.K.G.I.E.T. 100 

6.27% 

10 

33.33% 

251 

7.04% 

1600 

11.56% 

I.M.S. 121 

7.59% 

06 

20% 

260 

7.30% 

1600 

11.56% 

Total 1593 30 3561 13832 

 

Table -2 shows that the faculty members are 1593 and library users for Research Scholar 30, P.G. stu-

dents 3561 and U.G. students 13832. A majority of faculty members are available in A.K.G.I.T. 507 

(31.82%), followed by K.I.E.T. 150(9.41%), further followed by A.B.E.S. 145 (9.10%).The least 

member of faculty members are available in R.K.G.I.E.T. 10 (33.33%) followed by I.M.S. 6 (20%) 

further followed by .V.I.E.T.,A.B.E.S i.e. 5(16.60%) similarly .The most number of P.G. students are 

available in  I.P.E.M. i.e. 800(22.46%) followed by I.M.R. i.e. 600(16.84%) further followed by 

K.I.E.T. i.e. 400(11.23%) .A majority of U.G. students are available A.B.E.S. i.e. 1700(12.29%), fol-

lowed by K.I.E.T., R.K.G.I.E.T. and I.M.S. 1600(11.56%) similarly further followed by A.K.G.I.E.T. 

i.e. 1532(11.07%).The least number of U.G. students are available in I.N.M.A.N.T.E., S.R.M., and 

H.R.I.T., I.M.R. U.I.M.T. etc. 

 

Table 3: Information Cooperation 

 Class Courses No. of Response Percentage 

A P.G. Level M.B.A. 9 60% 

 Information Sources M.C.A. 12 80% 

  M.Tech 1 6.67% 

 Others X Nil 0 

B U.G. Level B.Tech 10 66.67% 

 Information Sources B.Tech 2 13.33% 

 Others  6 40% 

Table -3shows that the courses offered by the technical institutes at P.G. level are 12 institutes (80%) 
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for M.C.A. an institutes (60%) for M.B.A. 1 institute (6.67%) for offered by M.Tech. U.G. level by 

courses are offered by to institutes (40%) others courses and 2 institute (13.33%) respondents from 

B.Tech. It is clear by analyzing the data that at P.G. level M.C.A. and U.G. level B.Tech. are most 

popular courses all the technical institutes’ libraries. 

 

Table 4: Library Services 

Name of Services No. of Response Percentage 

Reprography 14 93.33% 

Micro filing 1 6.66% 

Microfiche Nil 0 

CAS Nil 0 

SDI Nil 0 

Others 9 16.67% 

The respondents has been asked to indicate the faculties or services in using library resources and it is 

found that 14 institutes (93.33%) are providing reprography service, 9 institutes (16.67%) respondents 

for other types of services .1 institute (6.66%) respondents for micro filings services like fiche 

,CAS,SDI are not provided by any technical institutes library . 

 

 Recommendations and Findings 

Technical institutes make a significant contribution to post -secondary education .Academic programs 

parallel the first two years of education in the arts and science in four-year institutions. Reflecting the 

combination of availability of courses and the expectation of successful completion of  programs, 

more than half of the students currently pursuing higher education are enrolled in technical institutes 

.The institutes generally community based and responsive to local needs .Many institutes  offer con-

tractual courses designed to meet the special training requirements of businesses ,corporations, and 

associations . 

Moderate costs and open-access offer opportunities to students who would not otherwise be able to 

attend the institutes. Emphases on vocational and adult programs and continuing education provide 

retraining and employment skills for many adult students’ .Basic education and remediation programs 

have common offerings. 
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Comprehensive standards for learning resources programs and services are required to realization of 

the colleges of building communities and to maintain excellence in teaching. 

The role of the learning resources program is related to the institutional effectiveness of the college. If 

institutional effectiveness is measured in terms of student success in grades ,credit and compilation 

/transfer rates, learning resources standards based on circulation statistics ,book counts ,and other tra-

ditional measures may not be relevant because they are limited in detailing the direct impact of learn-

ing resources programs in effecting successful learning outcomes .Learning resources effectiveness 

measures should rely on the relational attributes of the program which directly impact learning at-

tained by students. 

The institute shall develop a comprehensive mission statement for the learning resources program 

based on the nature and purpose of the institution .A clear ,unambiguous statement of the role of the 

learning resources program which relates to the effectiveness of the institution is essentials for ac-

countability ,administration , and review regardless of the organizational structure of the program .For 

multicollege districts and multicampus community colleges separate  mission statements may be need-

ed for each college or each campus which relate to the overall statement for the district wide learning 

resources program. 

The mission statement shall be developed by the learning resources staff in consultation with the wid-

est possible representation of the college community and shall be reviewed periodically .Assignment 

of responsibility to the learning resources staff for the development of the statement and for its utiliza-

tion and review is appropriate . To be meaningful and useful, the statement needs to incorporate the 

concerns of the college at large and the relationship of the college to the community .The mission 

statement shall be used, along with institutional educational goals, in the annual planning process. 

The learning resources program should include essential learning resources and media services as 

identified in the lists in Appendix A. Centralized and campus -based services should be clearly identi-

fied .The learning resources program may include special components beyond learning resources and 

media services .The learning resources program shall be an integral part of the institutionalism process 

for the improvement of instruction. 

An effective learning resources program is an essential component of the entire educational program 

.Participation by learning resources staff in curriculum development is necessary to plan effective 

learning resources services, to identify and acquire resources to support the curriculum, and to set pri-
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orities on the use of financial and other resources. 

 

 User Services 

The learning resources program should provide a variety of services that support and expand the in-

structional capabilities of the institution. Learning resources program exist to facilitate and improve 

education by supporting and expanding classroom instruction and to provide the instructional function 

of teaching students information -seeking skills for self-directed studies and lifelong learning. As an 

integral part of the total educational program of the institution, the learning resources program pro-

vides instructional as well as support services to students, faculty, and staff which can be demonstrated 

by the ration of users to enrollment. 

The primary purpose of the learning resources program is to promote learning related to thecurricu-

lumof the institution. To do this learning resources program should provide the best possible access to 

information in print ,media,or electronic format ,and have the means for delivering the information to 

individual users ,groups ,and classrooms .Access should be from the institution’s own collection of 

materials paired with efficient supportive equipment and services . 

 

Collections 

The learning resources program shall make available an organized collection of materials and infor-

mation in diversified formats including print and non-print media, computer software, optical storage 

technologies, and other. The institution should be prepared to utilize new technologies for accessing  

information as they are developed .All types of materials conveying intellectual content ,artistic and 

literary works, programmed texts , and packaged instruction are considered resources for effective 

teaching and learning along with books ,periodicals ,newspapers ,government documents ,and micro-

forms .Media materials ,including those locally produced ,play a vital role in the instructional program 

of most two year colleges .The increasing volumes of specialized ,high -quality information recorded 

on video tap at relatively low cost gives the videocassette format a key role in delivering current  in-

formation across all disciplines .Computer software must be treated as a curricular resource . Online 

computer services and Internet access are increasingly important as information resources along with 

CD-ROM and video disc technology. 
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Conclusions 

Information cooperation is indeed a 21th century reality .This impact on library services costs is enor-

mous .Technical Institute libraries are an effected in the varies of services the provide to the users. 

Library must, therefore, have strategies in place to effectively manage. The consequences of infor-

mation cooperation .They must also take full advantage of information cooperation technology, 

providing users with access to a wide range of resources on any subject and opportunity to retrieve 

relevant information .Part of the strategy must be the training of librarian and professionals to be sub-

ject specialists, who will help users. 
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